k>l-l/m, if f m_! </ _* * m I x -x -4>(x; dx < oo.
J i Jx
The case X" = w of this definition is given in [l] where it is shown why the additional restriction k>l -1/w is necessary.
The series X]a" is said to be summable | A, X| m, mS? 1, if the series f(x) ~ zZa" exP f-^x] converges for x>0 and /» 00
(1 -e-z)m-x | f'(x) \mdx < oo, o [8, Theorem 2] .
It is easily seen that for m = l, summability \A, X|m and summability | R, X, k\ m are the same as summability | A, X| [9] and summability | R, X, k\ [2] respectively. Borwein [l] has shown that for X" = w summability \R, X, k\m of ^Za" is equivalent to its absolute Cesa.ro summability with index m. 1.2. Hyslop [6] has established the following Tauberian theorem for absolute summability.
Theorem A. //Za» is summable \A\ and ^A(«a") is summable | C, k +11, where k^O, then ^an is summable \ C, k\.
Flett [3] generalized Theorem A for index m and proved the following theorem.
Theorem B. Let m}±l, k> -1. Ify,a" « summable \A\m and if also X)A(na") is summable \C, k + I\m, then^2a" is summable \ C, k\m.
The object of this paper is to obtain an analogue of Theorem B involving the extended definitions of absolute Abel and absolute Riesz summability referred to above as summability \A, X|m and summability \R, X, k\m.
I wish to express my appreciation to Professor D. Waterman for his guidance during the preparation of this paper. I also thank the referee for his valuable suggestions, especially Theorem 3.
2.1. We prove the following theorems. 
We have
•/ 0 dx
The sufficiency follows, since by (ii) and (iii) the right-hand side is finite. Throughout this paper M denotes a positive constant which is not necessarily the same at every occurrence.
Since summability \R, X, k\m implies summability \R, X, & + l|m [7] , using (2.2.1) we get
Jo dx
The right-hand side is again finite, the lemma follows. (b) For m = 1, the lemma follows at once from (2.2.1) and the first theorem of consistency [2] for \R, X, k\ summability of zZa*-Remark. It should be pointed out that Lemma 3 continues to hold whenfw=l and& = 0. It is easy to see that (2.2.1) holds for k = 0. Since (2.2.2) zZ an ~ 1Z (l-) «. = x^Blix).
\"<x K<x \ X / 2.3. Proof of Theorem 1. The necessity part of the theorem follows from Lemma 3. Therefore we have only to prove that conditions (i) and (ii) are sufficient for the summability \R, X, k\m of the given series. In view of Lemma 3, it is sufficient that the given series be summable \R, X, ^ + l|m, i.e. / = f V~l| (k + l)af*_25x(*) \mdx < =o . by Lemmas 1 and 3.
